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With the new SatREPORT Quick Tour function, tours can now also be created without route monitoring. 

You will not find any changes on the start page at first. Under the menu item ① Security you will see your created tours as usual. 
If you click to open a current tour, the route from - to will now be displayed below the cargo type: 
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A new addition is the tab ① Finished tours. Here you can call up your tour history by clicking on the load history tours button. The 
display of the loaded tours is as known. 

Also new is the tab ② New tour…, which significantly speeds up the creation of SatREPORT tours (QuickTour).  

The familiar way to plan tours can be accessed via the Enhanced security tour button.  

The new QuickTour solution offers two ways to plan a tour: 

SatREPORT with saved route 
If regular transport routes are already recorded, they can now be quickly selected via Stored Route. The SatREPORT is then crea-
ted as follows: 

① Combine Units: Choose driver,         
   truck, trailer  
② Choose route type: Select a saved 
   route (Stored route) 
③ Choose the Cargo Type  

④ Choice of start time: Here the selection has  
been simplified significantly and offers the 
choice of planning tours up to  four days into 
the future. Later tours must still be planned via 
Enhanced security tour.  

Enhanced security tour with QuickTour 
With this function, a quick tour can be created that is started WITHOUT route monitoring. Nevertheless, the selected safety sys-
tems for driver, tractor and trailer are activated, but no route is planned or monitored:

① Combine Units: Choose driver, truck and   
   trailer  
② Choose route type: Enter the starting point  
   and the end point manually. This can be a  
   place or a name and will be displayed in   
   the safety tour as well.  
③ Auswahl des Cargo Type  

④ Choice of start time: Here the selection has  
   been simplified significantly and offers the  
   choice of planning tours up to four days    
   into the future. Later tours must still be    
   planned via Enhanced security tour.
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